
Fast Five
Write the contracted form of these words:

1. Cannot
2. Will not
3. Did not
4. Would not
5. Should not



Fast Five Answers
Write the contracted form of these words:

1. Cannot = can’t
2. Will not = won’t
3. Did not = didn’t
4. Would not = wouldn’t
5. Should not = shouldn’t



Can I understand the spelling rule 
`i before e except after c`



Look at the rule

‘i’ before ‘e’

except after ‘c’! 

This rule usually applies to words with a ‘c’ before a long /e/ sound, e.g.

receive



What do you notice about the words in red?

Seize caffeine protein receipt deceive

Neither perceive receive conceive ceiling



Exceptions
There a few words in the English language that do have an ‘e before an i’ to make a 

long /e/ sound, where it is not preceded by a ‘c’.

We call these the exceptions to the rule and you just need to learn them

Seize caffeine protein weigh

Weird policies species neither



Write out these sentences with the correct spellings

I need to find the receipt/reciept for my new top because it has a hole in it 
meaning I have to return it to the shop.

My birthday balloons were full of helium so they all floated up to the 
cieling/ceiling where I couldn’t reach them.

A balanced diet must contain fruit and vegetables, carbohydrates, 
protein/protien, fibre and dairy produce.



Answer
I need to find the receipt for my new top because it has a hole in it 
meaning I have to return it to the shop.

My birthday balloons were full of helium so they all floated up to the 
ceiling where I couldn’t reach them.

A balanced diet must contain fruit and vegetables, carbohydrates, protein, 
fibre and dairy produce.



Red and Yellow Tasks
Red - practise these spellings:

Believe Friend Fierce Receipt  Perceive    Conceive Ceiling
Glacier   Forfeit   Albeit

Yellow
Choose a word from the list below to complete the sentences.
neice achieve thief ceiling eight shield

1. My sister’s daughter is my _________.
2. On my birthday, I will be ________ years old.
3. It is quite difficult to paint the _________ in a church.
4. I really want to _________ full marks in my spelling test.
5. The police caught the _________ hiding behind the bushes.
6. The soldier raised his _________ to defend himself.



Green

Green
Write a sentence for each word.
1. Height
2. Deceive
3. Believe
4. Science
5. Ceiling
6. Fierce


